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The world’s finest courses have been
designed by those who were determined and love
the game, and their hallmark is the timelessness
of their creations. I strive for the same result by
integrating artistry, technical aptitude and business
insight, enabling me to set a lofty goal for any
project. Whether it’s a new course, existing course or
smaller facility, I am always interested to hear about
unique opportunities. Like golfers, I aim to be on
target, and I aspire to create the
finest golf courses possible.
With great love and respect
for the game, course design
is my métier.
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Nuzzo Course Design offers

Wolf Point Club 6th Hole

a broad range of services that
support projects from inception
to conclusion, and beyond.

Original Design and Renovation
Development & Construction
Exhaustive Site Selection
Sensitive Planning
Innovative Routing Studies
Comprehensive Construction Plans
Diligent Contractor Selection
Constant Field Support and Oversight
Long-Range Master Planning
Meticulous Analysis and Research
Respectful Consultation
Individual Project Design Solutions
Renderings and Illustrations
GPS Surveillance
Marketing & Public Relations Support

S i t e A n a ly s i s & S e l e c t i o n

Special Site Features
Finding
unique site

“Mike’s
professionalism
and great attention to detail speak for themselves. I
have full confidence in providing pricing for his
projects because I know that his work is accurate.
He is extremely talented and fun to work with.”
Jon P. O’Donnell, Division President
Heritage Links - “Certified Builder,” Houston, TX

features and
land forms
leads to more
interesting
play.

Methods
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C o nc e p t u a l i z a t i o n s & R e nd e r i n g s

Detailed
support for

I Attack a Project with unwavering integrity and a powerful

projects at all

desire to stay on schedule and within budget, without sacrificing
design quality. By building a foundation of effective communication
and proactive coordination, and blending it with a unique design
process, I keep projects heading toward their goals.
To best ensure a club’s success, the maintainability of the course
must be considered from the beginning and throughout every aspect
of the project. My objective is to strike a balance which incorporates
a strategic design that is sensitive and conforming to the land as well
as the client's goals, the course’s initial build and ongoing maintenance costs, and player enjoyment. This result is best achieved by
spending a substantial amount of time on site with a detailed design.
My preliminary design phase involves significant field studies
combined with a unique plan creation process that generates accurate

stages of design
and construction.

cost projections. The system's benefits combine the freedom of drawing
by hand with the precise, technological rigors and rote number-crunching
abilities of computer aided design. This method permits me to instantly
compute and tabulate feature areas, cut and fill volumes, and a bill of materials. Most importantly, it provides an increased ability to incorporate field
adjustments that will greatly enhance the future enjoyment of the course
and not impact the bottom line. It’s these alterations that are best accomplished after a great amount of time is spent in the field overseeing construction and making the most out of the land.
“Mike is a true
asset to us. His effective coordination and
creativity helped us
visualize our goals.”
Optimized in-house design process allows
for more time spent in the field getting the details
just right — on time and on budget.

Mike Epps, Superintendent
Mira Vista Golf Club,
Fort Worth, TX

P l a nn i n g
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“Working with
Mike is a pleasure.
His proactive
communication,
detailed plans and
willingness to take
on any type of
project is a breath
of fresh air.”
Charles Joachim,
Superintendent
Champions Golf Club,
Houston, TX

Bunker Sketch

S u pp o r t
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My Goal is to Meet All of my client’s requirements
and objectives while making the golf course as good, fun,
original and natural looking as possible. Doing so efficiently
requires continual oversight, as well as management of
the construction and subcontracts. GPS technology is a
key factor throughout the entire project. Recording and
mapping features or areas of interest, specimen trees, or
environmentally sensitive areas, helps with the planning
process, while orientation of property and clearing
boundaries, golf features, and initial sight lines aids during
pre-construction. Specifying earthwork cuts and fills,
and drainage and irrigation installation assists
construction. And finally GPS is instrumental in
creating detailed as-built drawings for irrigation
programming and continual maintenance. This
protean tool helps to support efficiencies in
scheduling, manpower and expenses.
“Mike has
thoroughly
impressed me
with his dedication,
vision and adept
use of technology.”
Owner, Wolf Point Club

Execution
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Communication of Ideas and intents with the client creates
the blue print for the golf course. During the construction process
is when communication has a direct connection with the final
quality of the course. Close and constant communication provides
a level of trust among the architect, construction superintendent
and shapers, thereby creating opportunities for improvisation
throughout the project and leading to better integration with the
land from both aesthetic and functional perspectives. During the
detail shaping and finishing stages, unique traits of the course come
alive as the final holes take on original personalities of their own,
indelling them to players for
years to come. As the course
matures, my hope is that the
hand of man will deliquesce,
melting away like warm butter.

“Mike
continually
demonstrates his
excellent abilities and
imaginativeness, and
maybe most importantly,
he always listens and
puts the needs of his
client first.”
Don Mahaffey, Project Manager &
Superintendent, Wolf Point Club

“The
ultimate
character of
the course must
be developed as
the construction
progresses.”
William S. Flynn
(1890 – 1945)

Biography
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Infectious Enthusiasm
and a track record of successful
experiences are what I bring to
the table. Technically trained
with an engineering degree from
Boston University, I have gleaned a
wealth of experience working with
superintendents, other architectural
firms and builders, providing me
with the tools to achieve your
project's goals on time and within
budget. A perpetual student
of the game and its grounds, I
have studied extensively from
my personal library of texts and
photographs, and I have traveled
far and near to visit courses and
people who best exemplify the
spirit of the game.

“There is no I or
me in Mike’s thoughts
or work. He shows
up knowing that we
have a problem or a
challenge, and that
we need help. I am
thankful that he is a
part of Champions.”
Jackie Burke, Jr.,
Masters Champion and
Co-Founder Champions
Golf Club, Houston, TX
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